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Your Information Should Be Accurate
By natively integrating with Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business Central, Aptean Labeling for Food and 
Beverage enables quick and simple label creation within the application—no coding or web development 
required. Plus, our system can pull data from almost anywhere, including customer name, shipping 
address, item number, lot number, nutritional values and ingredient details. 

If your food and beverage business is like the rest of the industry, you’re looking to simplify business 
processes and promote the use of mobile scanning solutions. Coding this information as a barcode and 
then labeling your products is a breeze using our solution. Once the output file is created with Aptean 
Labeling, simply send it to your external label printing software via an API and print.

Print Labels According To Your Requirements
Aptean Labeling makes it easy for you to specify the content of your labels. Each label can contain data 
from multiple Dynamics 365 Business Central tables, and you can even select specific table fields to 
include. You can also add fixed text on each label to provide additional information. These design options 
support multi-language scenarios, allowing you to print labels in any customer’s preferred language.

You also need to make sure the right labels print at the right time. Our label selection functionality lets 
you determine whether a particular label should be printed in all situations, or if it is unique to a particular 
combination of customers, vendors or item groups. Label printers can be set up per location, employee, 
bin code or work center, ensuring that your labels are printing exactly where and when they should.
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Each label includes fields from one or more tables, which can have defined relationships and be filtered to present specific values.

Label formats can be specified for different groups of customers, vendors and items.
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Configure unique label printing options by location, bin and more.

The label output files you generate can be sent to your label printing software.

Print and re-print labels from your Business Central transactions.
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Key Features
 › Robust Design Capabilities – Identify which tables form the basis of a given label, set relationships 

between these tables, select which table fields should be used, and use filtering to ensure that 
specific field values are included—all while fully supporting your customer’s preferred language.

 › Fast and Easy Setup – Quickly copy an existing label template to a new one, greatly reducing the 
setup time of additional labels.

 › Accommodate Any Combination – Indicate which labels should print for a given group of 
customers, vendors and items, then define your printer selections for different combinations of 
locations, bins, employees and work centers.

 › Powerful Integrations – Generate label output files from all of your standard Business Central 
documents, then send them to your NiceLabel or BarTender solution where they can be printed to 
your exact specifications.



Are you Ready to 
Learn More?
Contact Us at enquiries@aptean.com  
or visit www.aptean.com.
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About Aptean 
Aptean is one of the world’s leading providers of industry-specific software. Our enterprise resource planning and supply chain 

solutions are uniquely designed to meet the needs of specialized manufacturers and distributors, while our compliance solutions 

serve specific markets such as finance and life sciences. With both cloud and on-premise deployment options, Aptean’s products, 

services and unmatched expertise help businesses of all sizes, across many industries, to scale and succeed. 

For more information, visit www.aptean.com.


